
Simple to fold and unfold, lightweight, conveniently small when folded - PEGAZ will be a perfect 
everyday stroller for you. Now it will be much more pleasant to get your child to a doctor for a 
rehabilitation session, to kindergarden, to go shopping or to go on holiday together. Pegaz, in standard 
version, includes all accessories you need to take for your young traveller; improving appearance of the 
stroller at the same time.

To enhance child user comfort, separate shock absorbers are installed on each of the four gel wheels, 
while comfortable padding, interesting colors, functional table or safe 5-point harness is just the 
beginning!

PEGAZ is a lightweight, umbrella type stroller. It was developed for mobile parents and children who 
often travel using various means of transport.

why PEGAZ?

The angular adjustment of the backrest 
allows to fix the most efficient body 
position and increase driving comfort.

1GROWS with the child 2 COMPACT 
and SIMPLE to use

3 LIGHT and DURABLE 
frame

4

One may easily and quickly increase the 
depth of the seat by 4 cm and length of 
the backrest by 10 cm. This and the 
additional narrowing pads will allow you 
to enjoy this stroller even longer! 

Simple folding and unfolding system, 
light weight and small dimensions 
once folded make this stroller your best 
everyday support.

Its construction is made of aluminium and 
steel alloys making the stroller highly durable 
(maximum possible load up to 40 kg) and 
extremely light (9 kg) at the same time.
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seat width  30*/38 cm  

seat depth  25*/30 cm

backrest height 50/60 cm

footrest adjustable within 20/29/40 cm

total weight >10 kg

total lenght 103 cm

total height 130 cm

total width 56 cm * with regulation inserts

growth 80 - 140 cm

maximum weight 40 kg
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